Contributions of ventilation and perfusion inhomogeneities to the VA/Q distribution.
The anatomic distributions of ventilation (VA) and perfusion (Q) in prone and supine dogs have been described in the literature. These data also provide frequency distributions, i.e., the distribution of lung units as a function of VA or Q. A comprehensive distribution that encompasses these two distributions is described, and the properties of the comprehensive distribution that determine the width of the VA/Q distribution are identified. Using data on the VA and Q distributions taken from various sources in the literature, we estimated the widths of the VA/Q distributions. The widths estimated from the independent data on the VA and Q distributions agree well with the widths obtained from gas exchange data. The analysis provides information about the relative contributions of the VA and Q distributions to the width of the VA/Q distribution. In the prone dog, the VA and Q distributions, as described by the available data, have different length scales, and we argue that these distributions are therefore not highly correlated. As a result, the variance of the VA/Q distributions is approximately the sum of the variances of the VA and Q distributions. Two-thirds of the variance in VA/Q is a result of nonuniform Q, and one-third is a result of nonuniform VA. In the supine dog, the variance of VA is larger than in the prone dog because of a vertical gradient and the variance of Q is larger, in part, because of a vertical gradient. Because the magnitudes of the vertical gradients of VA and Q are about equal, the vertical gradient of VA/Q is small, and these components of the VA and Q inhomogeneities contribute little to the width of the VA/Q distribution. The other components of Q inhomogeneity cause the additional variance of VA/Q in the supine dog.